"Such persons as...[are] fit to be Trusted with the Militia..."

Sir John Gayer Knight & Alderman  
Sir Jacob Garrett Knight & Alderman  
Thomas Atkins Alderman  
John Warner Alderman  
John Towse Alderman  
Philip Skippon Sergeant Major-General

"or any three or more of them"

Randall Mainwaring Citizen of London  
William Gibbs Citizen of London  
John Ffouk Citizen of London  
James Bruce Citizen of London  
Francis Peck Citizen of London  
Samuel Warner Citizen of London  
James Russell Citizen of London  
Nathaniel Wright Citizen of London  
William Barclay Citizen of London  
Alexander Normington Citizen of London  
Stephen Estweecke Citizen of London  
Owen Roe Citizen of London

"or any Six or more of them"
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